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I wrote to you on May 7, 2014: "In utter astonishment and disbelief we have learned that recently Ms. Jane 
Lute, has visited l iiiii To7a!kwith the officials of the religious fascism ruling Iran on how to .. . relocate the 
residents outside of Iraq" and asked you "if Ms. Lute is unable to take any steps in resettling the residents, 
then at least keep her from conducting discussions on this subject with the Iranian regime that regardless of 
her intentions paves the way for another humanitarian catastrophe" and while reminding you the bitter and 
bloody conversations of Martin Kobler with the Iranian regime about Ashraf residents, I urged you once 
again "to strongly prevent a repetition of this erroneous policy by Ms. Jane Lute and involving the Iranian 
regime in the file of Camp Liberty residents". 

11 New information and repotts that were obtained from within Iran about Ms. Lute's secret two-day trip to 
Tehran show that she was welcomed at the lowest level in Tehran and has passed new frontiers in involving 

1 the Iranian regime in the fate of Iranian refugees. Her main audiences were the Ministry of Intelligence 
(MOIS) and Quds Force agents under the name of the Foreign Affairs Ministry and Supreme National 
Security Council experts; criminals who have been engaged and had a direct role in tmture, execution, and 
assassinations of PMOI members and Iranian dissidents in Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Turkey, Switzerland, Italy, 
France, Germany and Sweden for the past 35 years. 

One of the subjects discussed with Ms. Lute in Tehran was the repatriation of 423 Liberty residents to Iran 
whom the clerical regime preposterously claimed to have pardoned. Intelligence officials have stressed to Ms. 
Lute another part of the residents including the "leaders" of the camp should be extradited to Iran. This is a 
clear violation of the Memorandum of Understanding signed between the United Nations and the Iraqi 
government on December 25, 2011 based on which the homelessness of PMOI members and their forcible 
transfer from Ashraf to Liberty for their quick resettlement in the US and Europe was justified. 
According to the report of the Iranian regime's Embassy in Iraq, sent to the Quds Force in Tehran, after 
returning from Tehran Ms. Lute traveled again to Baghdad and in discussion with the UN, the ICRC, the US 
Embassy and some other embassies, presented the result of her trip to Tehran and tried to present a positive 
image of the religious fascism ruling Iran, saying the PMOI had lost its credibility. Ms. Lute( apparently 
under the influence of the Iranian regime lies, claimed PMOI promoted violence on their own websites and 
media. 
Meeting of Ms. Lute with two mercenaries of the Ministry of Intelligence, Khatami and Rajabzadeh, is 
repulsive and hurts human conscience. Spying and gathering intelligence in Ashraf by these two and their 
shameful role to justify mass mmder and hostage taking of September 1, 2013 in Ashraf, were shown 
numerous times in the Iranian regime television including on November 12 and December 14, 2013 and 
February 15 and 28, 2014. It deserves an apology to the families of martyrs of September 1't, residents of 
Liberty and the Iranian people and Resistance. Everyone knows these two recently employed "colleagues" of 
the religious Gestapo contributed to the killing of their former comrades and would pave t Jhe next ___ -···--·-··-- . 
massacre. 

Ms. Lute, in her previous trip to Iraq in last February spent only 35 minutes visiting Libe 
but went to Hotel Mohajer and met with some 10 people who live in this hotel and are mai 
the Ministry of Intelligence (Statement of the Security and Anti Terrorism Committer 
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February 26, 2014 "Mohajer Hotel in Baghdad, a base for the Ministry of Intelligence and the terrorist Quds 
Force for conspiracy against PMOI members" is attached). Not only did this meeting not help the relocation 
of Liberty residents who are under missile and rocket attacks and an inhumane logistical and medical 
blockade, but also gave propaganda subject to the Iranian regime against Liberty residents. Therefore Ms. 
Lute, five months after accepting her mandate, not only did not take any action for resettlement, but with 
invob'll!.g the Iranian regime in this dossier, repeats the bitter and bloody experience of Kobler's presidency 

0 36fme(J;:r 
Involving the Iranian regime in the dossier of the PMOI that more than 100,000 of its members and 
supp~rters .lpve been executed by this regime, is absolutely illegal, strongly risks their safety and is judicially 
indictable. According to the regime's criminal code, all members and relatives of the PMOI are considered 
Mohareb (at war with God) whose punishments are death. 

rrflt.,l\e~ide~J.ts .ha.ye been recognized as refugees or asylum seekers by the UNHCR due to the threats facing 
.JAJrtthl,them f!om the. Iranian regime, and involving the regime in their fate is a clear and abhorrent violation of 

refugee laws. This is the undisputable red line that its repeated violation by Kobler, motivated all Iranians, 
Liberty residents and their families, and the Iranian resistance to launch a complaint against him in New 
York. Therefore ask Ms. Lute, however you feel appropriate, not to repeat that mistake. 

I Dear Secretary General, 
., /When Kobler was the head of UN AMI, Liberty residents, their representatives and many international figures 

had repeatedly warned about the illegality and dangers of his relations with the Iranian regime. On April 25, 
2012, NCRI said in its statement: "On return from Tehran and following the meetings with security officials 
of the clerical regime including Qasem Soleimani, chief of the terrorist Qods force, last night Maliki 's 
security advisor, Faleh Fayaz Al-Ameri, said on Iraqi state television "Mr. Martin Kobler, Special 
Representative of the UN Secretary General for Iraq, has talked in details with Iraqi and Iranian parties 
through the Iranian Embassy or other channels communicating with Iran in order to provide the 
requirements for implementation of the understanding which has been agreed on between him and Iraq to 
close camp Ashraf and put an end to the presence of this organization on Iraqi territory". The statement 
asked you to "prohibit all UN agencies and staff to talk and deal with the religious fascism ruling Iran 
regarding its opposition particularly about residents of Camp Ashraf and Camp Liberty. " 

On May 20, 2012 I wrote to Kobler and informed you as well that: "I regret that you left unanswered the 
legitimate and rational demand of the residents of Ashraf and Liberty, the NCR!, PMOI and the families and 
Iranian community for a short statement of yours, regarding your discussions in Iran and with Iranian 
regime's officials about the PMOI and Ashraf and Liberty residents.They simply want to know if you have 
allowed the dictatorship ruling Iran to get involved in the fate of Ashraf and Liberty residents and have 
talked to them in this regard or not ... For instance, we want to know if you took part in the meeting the 
Iranian regime's Intelligence Ministry arranged in Hotel Laleh in Tehran to ask for the extradition of the 
leaders and some members of the PMOI or ifyou rebut this in which case we would be very pleased and 
inform the families, residents and the Iranian community." 

Dr. Alejo Vidal Quadras, the European Parliament Vice President and the President of the In Search of 
Justice (ISJ), comprising of 4000 Parliamentarians wrote in his letter of November 28, 2012 to the Security 
Council: "His unacceptable communication with the regime ruling Iran over the issue of the opposition is 
absolutely dangerous and troublesome ... The testimony of a senior UNAMI official in the US. Congress on 
September 13, which is also fully consistent with our data, is very alarming. He said that UNAMI decisions 
about Ashraf are taken in the Iraqi Prime Minister's office and the Iranian Embassy in Baghdad. " He asked 
"condemn officially and publicly any involvement of the Iranian regime in the fate of Ashraf and Liberty 
residents and banning it for the UN officials and staff", and asked the Secretary General to "form a fact 
finding committee regarding SRSG's deeds in Iraq with respect to Ashraf and Liberty, his relations with the 
Iranian regime and the Government of Iraq. " 

Prior to that, he had written to you on October 19, 2012 that negotiations with the Iranian regime about its 
opponents was a criminal act and "will have devastating security implications and would pave the road for a 
third massacre of the residents that would have legal implications f or the UN and the SRSG. " 
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On October 7, 2012, the Tehran Ambassador in Iraq announced: "Today I had a meeting in Baghdad with Mr. 
Kobler who on behalf ofthe UN is in charge of this matter. We had a lengthy discussion and I expressed our 
anticipations ... " Mr. Struan Stevenson, the President of the European Parliament Delegation for relations 
with Iraq, wrote to you on October 25: "For anyone who is committed to the values of human rights and 
asylum, this news rings alarm bells... is illegal, unethical and extremely dangerous". He added in this letter 

~----''Mr-:-K:o-b-tenmtcHn-Ertr!J]JliThatthe-Irantarr-enrlmYsJ!hcrd-m-crde-rhe-tssuingto-him-vft:rvts-a:r:untirrgrmrupun~~~~~~~~ 

Ashraf's closure and in fact, it was only after 2, 000 residents were transferred to Camp Liberty that he was 
able to go to Tehran. " 

Dear Secretary General, 

I As you know, because of involving the Iranian regime in the dossier of Ashraf and Liberty, after about 100 
hours of meetings and close to 1000 correspondences and emails, we had to inevitably cut our relations with 
Kobler in order to contain the disastrous consequences of his relationship with the Iranian regime on the 

\ / safety and security of the residents. Apparently, however, Ms. Lute is following the same path now. If Ms. 
Lute continues her relationship with the Iranian regime about the fate of the Liberty residents, we and the 
residents will have no other choice but to share the issue with the public opinion. I hope with your 
Excellency's intervention, this illegal and dangerous behavior ends. Specifically, we're seeking that: 

1 - Ms. Lute says in a public statement that absolutely and directly or indirectly she will not involve the 
Iranian regime and its agents in the dossier of Libe1ty residents and this is a dangerous and illegal act. 

2 - Ms. Lute informs the Iranian resistance about what had been transpired in Tehran about Mojahedin and 
her discussions with Khatami and Rajabzadeh, two exposed agents whose shameful background in the 
massacre of September 1st in Aslu-af had been revealed along with their pictures and handwritings. I am ready 
to explain facts to Ms. Lute with documents and background. 

Best Regards, 

Mohammad Mohaddessin 
Representative of Ashraf and Liberty residents outside Iraq 

CC: 
Hon. John Kerry, Secretary of State 
Hon. Antonio Guterres High Commissioner for Refugees 
Ambassador. Jeffrey Feltman, Undersecretary General for Political Affairs 
Hon. Brett McGurk, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern Affairs 
Ambassador RobertS. Beecroft, U.S. Ambassador, Iraq 
Hon. Nickolay Mladenov, Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the UN 

Mission for Iraq 
Mr. Mehdi Baraei, Representative of Liberty residents in Iraq 
Mr. Behzad Saffari, Legal advisor for Camp Liberty residents 
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Mohajer Hotel in Baghdad, a base for the Ministry of Intelligence and the terrorist Quds 
Force for conspiracy against PMOI members 

Employing hirelings under the cover of former PMOI members for the purpose of demonizing 
or espionage and terrorist activities against the Iranian Resistance has been the norm and a 
known method of the apparatuses of massacre, assassination and espionage of the clerical 
regime such as the Intelligence Ministry, the Revolutionary Guards, and the Quds Force for 
the past three decades. This matter has been numerously reported, stipulated and testified to 
by the intelligence organs of various countries such as Germany, Netherlands, Britain and 
Sweden. 

Since 2009 that the United States handed over protection of Ashraf residents to the Iraqi 
government, the Iranian regime has used a number of hotels in Baghdad to hire those who 
leave Ashraf to serve the Ministry oflntelligence and Security (MOIS). 

Mr. Taher Boumedra, former official in charge of Ashraf file in the United Nations that the 
Secretary -General had introduced him as Special Advisor on Ashraf, has revealed plans and 
programs of the regime's embassy for the annihilation of PMOI where the Mohajer Hotel has 
been used. 

Mohajer Hotel, located in Karradeh Street near Tahrir Square in Baghdad, has now turned into 
one of the centers of mullahs' intelligence and the Quds Force. At first, Kiomars (Gholamali) 
Reshadatmand, known as Haj Ali who was agent of the Intelligence Ministry in regime's 
embassy in Baghdad, was responsible for Mohajer Hotel. Subsequently, this responsibility 
was transferred to a Brigadier General of the Quds Force by the pseudonym of "Sajjad" who 
had been previously serving in "Nefaq Department" (special section in the Intelligence 
Ministry tasked to suppress and destroy the PMOI). He spent most of his time in a suite in 
Mohajer Hotel. 

Danaifar, mullahs' regime ambassador to Iraq and a commander in the Quds Force, commutes 
to this location to ascertain the progress of the. plansand the. programs. He uses Arabic dress 
in these commutes to hide his identity. A number of other agents of the Quds Force and the 
mullahs' intelligence such as Moussavi and Hosseini constantly visit this place. They work 
closely with the Iraqi Prime Ministry and the committee there tasked to suppress Ashraf 
residents. Those agents of the intelligence and the Quds Force who go to Iraq under the cover 
of reporter or cameraman to prepare the so-called documentary reports also stay in Mohajer 
Hotel and go to Ashraf or other places from there to record their programs. 

Any individual, who leaves the ranks of PMOI and goes to Mohajer Hotel, first stays for a 
while on the first floor of this hotel that is like a quarantine until IRGC element Sajjad 
"interviews" him. Then, depending on the outcome of the "interview", he is transferred to 
rooms on the second, third or fomih floor. Sajjad tries to get the newcomers to cooperate with 
the Intelligence Ministry through threats, enticements and pressure. Once the individual earns 



their trust, he is transferred to Europe or other countries or taken to Iran depending on the 
mission they want to give him. Presently, the priority for the regime is to send these hirelings 
to Europe. However, those who are selected for special security missions are taken to Iran. 
Some of the hirelings that are candidates for special missions in Europe are first covertly 
transferred to Iran and once they receive their special "briefings and training" they are 
returned back to Iraq and from there they are dispatched to Turkey and ultimately to Europe. 

The monthly salary of the individuals is very minute until they are fully hired. Recently, this 
salary has been reduced from 105000 Iraqi Dinars (equal to $86) to 70000 Dinars ($58) so 
that out of severe livelihood conditions they would give in to further cooperation. For 
example, the agents in the embassy pay these people $100 to take them to Ashraf to play 
absurd shows. These shows and disinformation activities are then aired by regime's television. 
Sometimes, their further cooperation is bought by giving them a mobile phone and a suit. 

The mullahs' embassy in Baghdad issues Iranian passports for the paid hands hired by the 
regime that are to go to Europe and sends them to Turkey giving them two months wages of 
$700 in advance. In Turkey, these hirelings receive $350 a month from the regime's Ministry 
of Intelligence. The Intelligence Ministry then pays the smugglers to take them to Europe and 
in Europe they are received by the Intelligence Ministry agents. The NCRI Security and Anti
Terrorism Commission, in its statement of December 2, 2013, published the first page of the 
Iranian passport of a hireling by the name of Ehsan Bidi who under the pretext of refugee and 
"former member of PMOI" was sent from Mohajer Hotel in Baghdad to Albania. This 
individual was used by the regime's embassy in its shows that were conducted around Camp 
Ashraf and together with the other hirelings used to go to Ashraf carrying loudspeakers and 
placards. 

Another such hireling is Eissa Azadeh. He went to Mohajer Hotel in January 2013. He was 
hired by the Ministry of Intelligence through the IRGC Brigadier General " Sajjad". During 
the few months that he stayed in Mohajer Hotel, he was fully hired for the Intelligence 
Ministry by "Sajjad", Moussavi and Hosseini and he is now completely serving regime's 
Intelligence Ministry by threatening or enticing others to cooperate with the mullahs ' 
intelligence. Subsequently, the mullahs' Gestapo issued this hireling an Iranian passport dated 
12 February 2013 with serial number 16359085. In the next step, they took him to Iran for 
"briefing and training" in order to carry out his assigned missions. According to the 
information obtained from inside Iran, because of his familiarity with the Camp Liberty area, 
he has patiicipated in planning missile attacks on Camp Liberty. 

National Council of Resistance oflran 
Security and Anti-terrorism Commission 

26 February 2014 


